
Annual ChE Safety Seminar
(with Clarissa Lynch – EH&S)

(seminar will be recorded)

August 26, 2021



Today’s Agenda

CHE Department perspective
• Safety Moment 
• “Top 10” Safety Reminders
• Special Topics

– Nitrogen cylinders, Gloves, Spill kits, Lab coat laundry
• Incident/ Near Miss Summary

EH&S – University perspective
• Common Inspection Findings
• University Incidents
• Best Practices –

– spill response, labeling, chemical handling
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Don’t forget to sign the
‘sign in’ sheet that is 

circulating



Safety Moment – Unseen Hazards
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UG Lab hydrogen leak
• Students operating H2 Fuel Cell heard a ’pop’, observed apparatus shudder
• Students uncertain about what they experienced, shut down experiment
• TA’s not in immediate vicinity to observe (Covid restrictions)

Details
• H2 supplied via regulated cylinder
• 10 students total in the lab, 2 students within immediate vicinity of incident
• Comprehensive compliance of safety procedure (e.g. PPE, fume hood)
• Ignition of H2 in fume hood suspected to be responsible for 'pop'

Root Causes
• Tubing delivering H2 to mass flow controller associated with another 

experiment had failed
• Hardwired tubing replaced with reinforced flex-hose
• Despite best practice, a leak occurred and the hydrogen ignited 

Key point: ‘ Safe laboratory procedure minimized the risk’



Dupont Safety Award

DuPont Student Safety Award recognizes student commitment to 
maintaining a safe laboratory environment.

• Annual award of $1000 to a student each year

• Safety-related improvements to a lab 
• Changes to which promote safe laboratory practices
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Top 10 Safety Reminders

1. Minimum PPE for chemicals – Glasses, 
gloves, long sleeves, pants, closed-toed shoes

2. Report incidents AND near misses!

- form on website and via QR codes (optional)

3. Chemicals should be stored by 
hazard category and compatibility
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Top 10 Safety Reminders

4. Label samples with the contents, your 
name, date, and hazard if applicable
- date and initial upon opening new chemical

5. Use (flammables, toxins) in the hood
- 18 inches maximum opening

6. Peroxide formers have limited shelf life
- ethers expire after 6 months
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Top 10 Safety Reminders
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7. Cleaning up glass and glass disposal

8. Properly dispose of empty 
chemical bottles and containers
- tripled rinse and deface completely

9. Conduct regular inspections 
(see inspection sheet in manual)

10. Know your responsibilities in the lab 
(as outlined by manual)

Clean 
glass?

No

Yes



EH&S University-wide requirements 

• Any suspected or known chemical overexposure must be reported to EH&S 
– To ensure proper medical follow-up as necessary
– Refer to the EHS website, Chemical Hygiene Plan

• Safety Training conducted prior to working in a lab
– Chemical Safety & Waste Training – e-learning module found on the EHS website
– Lab specific training conducted by PI

• Hazard Communication Door sign up to date and posted at lab entrance
• PPE is available/ provided  (recommend a PPE hazard assessment )

• Personnel 
– know how to stay compliant with Hazardous Waste Management regulations
– can access Safety Data Sheets (SDS’s) accessible- see EHS website
– can access the Chemical Hygiene Plan (CHP) – see EHS website

8Refer to the CHE Safety Manual – Roles & Responsibilities



Special Topics – Liquid Nitrogen Tank Handling

• What if a tank falls? 
– Let it fall.  
– A full tank is ca. 700 lbs, and this is one of the biggest risks in 

handling tanks.  
– Move tanks by pulling them with 2 hands (one on the side handle, 

the other on the top rim)

• What if I see ice on the tank? 
– If on the hose, the liquid valve was likely not completely closed
– In the summer, normal tank venting can result in ice build up (poor 

warm water over build-up)

• What is the risk of over-pressurization and explosion?
– Minimal.  Multiple fail safes are in place – two pressure relief 

valves and a vent valve.  Do not alter valve positions. 

• Other risks?  
– Suffocation.  Do not ride the elevator with a liquid nitrogen tank.  9

Refer to CHE SAFETY website 
under ‘additional resources’



Special Topics – Gloves

• When outside the lab, keep 1 hand ungloved or bring a friend to 
help you open doors

• Do not touch non-chemical surfaces with gloves (outside the lab)

• Even if your gloves are clean, no one else knows this

• Avoid touching your phone, goggles, clothing with gloves
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Special Topics – Spill Kit Use

1. Protect yourself – evaluate the spill, goggles, gloves, lab coat
2. Neutralize the threat

1. Flammable: no ignition source nearby
2. Base: neutralize with caustic neutralizing mixture
3. Acid: neutralize with acid neutralizing mixture

3. Absorb the spill
1. Flammable: flammable absorbent
2. Acid/base: absorbent

4. Sweep up and dispose
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When spill volume > 1 L or you 
do not feel comfortable 
addressing the spill,
Evacuate the lab and call EHS



Special Topics – Lab Coat Laundry

• The Chemistry Department storeroom is offering a weekly lab coat 
laundering pick-up. 

• Pick-up and delivery each week on Tuesday and Thursday by 
University Cleaners at the Chemistry building storeroom. 

• Cleaning charge $3.95 per coat - cotton and flame retardant coats. 

• See guidelines when requesting a pick- up
– Details found on the CHE safety website

• Lab coats available for purchase from the stockroom in S-XL for both 
the flame retardant (~$85.00) and cotton (~$20.00).
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Reporting of near 
misses / incidents
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QR codes also available
(by request)

https://engineering.virginia.edu/departments/chemical-engineering/che-safety

https://engineering.virginia.edu/departments/chemical-engineering/che-safety


Injuries can and do happen in academic research labs
(why it is important to report incidents)

• 2001: Grad Student severely injured in fire - UCI
• $3.5 mil. Damage

• 2005: explosion –The Ohio State  University
• lab and research records  destroyed

• 2008: Research Assistant killed -reactive chemical fire-UCLA.
• UCLA created a Center for Laboratory Safety, https://cls.ucla.edu/

• 2010 Texas Tech – Student injured, explosive chemicals
• Severe injury to Grad Student

• 2011: Student killed at Yale  University 
• operating large machine used in metal working
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US Chemical Safety Board Study
Universities only, 2006 - 2018

• 2 fatalities (1 every 6 years)
• 187 injuries  (over 1 per month)
• 141 incidents (1 per month)

Texas Tech, 2010

https://cls.ucla.edu/


Why is it important to report near misses?
An illustration

Lecture Notes from Ray Mentzer, Purdue Process Safety Course



Fatalities 1 - 2

10 - 20 Serious Injuries

100 - 200 Minor Injuries

1,000 - 2,000 Near Misses
Se

ve
rity

Why are near misses important?

Lecture Notes from Ray Mentzer, Purdue Process Safety Course

Safety Pyramid

Industry example
BP Toledo Refinery
Circa 2006-2012

Research shows, organizations that 
 Encourage near miss reporting, 
 Take action and communicate, 
 And, Embed the learnings 

Experience a reduction in incidents

Near Misses

Injury Rate



What can we learn from our recent incidents and near misses?
• Since May 2021

– 2 Incidents - handling volatile chemicals outside of fume hood
• Resulting in minor dizziness, headache, both fully recovered quickly
• EH&S follow-up

– 8 Near Misses
• 2 dropped objects (glassware, nitrogen tank)
• 2 spills in fume hoods
• 1 chemical spill (container fell off shelf when door was open)
• 1 equipment malfunction (electrical short)
• 1 unusual noise CHE Safety Manual

 IV. SAFE WORK PRACTICES
 VII. HANDLING / STORAGE OF CHEMICALS, SOLVENTS
 VIII. ASSEMBLY AND USE OF APPARATUS
 IX. COMPRESSED GASES / CRYOGENIC LIQUIDS
 XI. EMERGENCY / SPILL RESPONSE



What can we learn from our near misses?

• Inhalation of Chemicals-Remove the person to clean air and have them sit down. 
– If serious, call 911 and do not return if dangerous condition persists.
– Involve EH&S in case of any suspected or known chemical overexposure

• Minor Chemical Spills (Low Hazard, < 1 Liter) 
– Trained personnel can clean-up most minor spills with spill kit
– Concerns / doubts? – contact EHS at (434) 982-4911. 

• Electrical short (only if it is safe), unplug appliance or trip circuit breaker. 

• Prevent incidents- Keep reporting near misses (so we can learn from them)

• Prevent chemical exposures -Use Fume hoods for flammable solvents/ toxic gases
– Keep sash at indicated level, and items 6 inches behind the sash 
– Discard contaminated things in waste container in fume hood

• Prevent Spills-
– Use a bottle tote, bucket, tray when transporting chemicals
– Organize chemicals in cabinets where they cannot fall / knocked over

• Prevent Electrical Shorts- Check equipment for faulty/ frayed cords

Preventative
Actions

Mitigative
Actions



Where you can go for more information
ChE Safety & Security Committee
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Rachel Letteri

Ashley ConleyRhea Braun

George Prpich Ron Unnerstall



Where you can go for more information
CHE Safety webpage & EH&S webpage
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https://engineering.virginia.edu/departments/chemical-engineering/che-safety

Chemical & Laboratory Safety, UVA-EHS (virginia.edu)

https://engineering.virginia.edu/departments/chemical-engineering/che-safety
http://ehs.virginia.edu/Chemical-Safety.html


Questions before we move on?
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Introducing Clarissa Lynch

• B.A. Chemistry 
– College of Wooster

• Luna Innovations 
– Research technician 
– EH&S responsibilities 

• Joined University of Virginia in 2013
– EHS Chemical Safety Officer 
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2021 EHS Lab Safety 
Seminar

Chemical Engineering Department 
August 26, 2021

ehs.virginia.edu
Environmental Health and Safety
Clarissa Lynch, Chemical Safety Officer
434-982-4311



Topics

• Inspection findings
• UVA Incident and lessons learned
• Safe Chemical Handling
• Preparing and Responding to Chemical 

Spills



2020-21 Common Inspection Findings

50%

9%
8%

7%

5%

21%

% of Deficiencies Found

HazWaste Improperly Labeled

Improper Gas Cylinder
Restraint

5 Gal can(s) of flammable
solvent present

Satellite Accumulation Area
Not Posted

Eyewash Obstructed

Other



Waste Labeling



Gas Cylinder Restraint



Access to Eyewash

Provide 6” clearance
If you would have to move something or knock something over to 
activate/use, it’s blocked. 



SAA Sign



UVA Chemical Spill Incident and 
Lessons Learned



Chemical Spill – Incident Summary
• 2 glass solvent bottles transferred from 

stockroom to lab
• 1 slipped from fingers and broke in public space
• Returned to stockroom for spill supplies
• Quickly overwhelmed – returned to stockroom 

for help
• Stockroom staff contacted EHS
• EHS Hazmat & Lab Safety response, fire alarm 

pulled
• CFD Hazmat response



Chemistry Spill Lessons Learned

• Avoid delay in reporting emergency and get 
help

Report emergencies quickly, you won’t get in 
trouble!



Chemistry Spill Lessons Learned
Best response for this spill in public space

#1 Pull fire alarm!

Fire alarm isn’t just for fires, but appropriate 
for hazardous material incidents that require 
an evacuation to ensure safety of those in  
public areas. 



• Evacuate 

• Call 911 with info on 
chemical spill (hazmat 
team response)

• Stay close to provide 
additional info to 
response team



Chemistry Spill Lessons Learned

Safer transport practices



• How to prepare for chemical spill 
• Run through Example Scenarios



Chemical Spill - Preparation

• Identify vulnerabilities
• Reduce risk of incident through procedures/PPE/behaviors
• How to respond if incident occurs



Chemical Handling Vulnerabilities

• Retrieving from in-lab storage
• Dispensing & setting up experiment
• Sample transport from lab to lab
• Among others…



Safe Transport/Handling Procedures



Safe Handling Procedures
• Secondary containment

– For dispensing purposes
• Compatible spill pads on work surface
• Wear appropriate footwear to minimize 

slips/trips
• Keep lab pathways clear
• Buddy to open cabinets, doors, etc.
• Use smallest quantity needed
• Minimize distractions



Incident Location Impacts Response
Inside Lab 

vs Public Area



Spill - Chemical Considerations

• Hazards

• Volume

• Controlled or 
uncontrolled

• Informed, have PPE 
and confident in how 
to absorb/neutralize 
material



Situational Considerations 

• Injured/contaminated person
• Location

– Within lab (hood, floor, etc.)
– Outside of lab

• Potential contributing hazards
– E.g. Sources of ignition, nearby incompatible materials



Inside Lab
Recommended Response

• Communicate 
• Attend to injured/contaminated (if applicable) 
• Evaluate 

– Safe to Isolate Hazard & Clean up
OR

– Evacuate Lab & call EHS – 434-982-4911  with details for 
assistance



Example Incident 1 
Scenario Working in hood, dispensing 100ml of 
methanol, you overshoot the vessel and some 
contents spill on hood bench surface.

Considerations
– In the lab, in Hood (contained, ventilated)
– Flammable liquid
– No injury or contamination
– Small volume



Incident 1 cont.
Response
• Let others know spill occurred and if you need help
• Unplug hot plates & other sources of ignition.
• Use absorbent pad to clean spill – work from the outside-in
• Place absorbents in hazardous waste bucket and label.

• Call EHS if you ever feel unsure, unsafe 434-982-4911



Spill - Public Area
Recommended Actions

• Do not attempt to clean up
• Emergency Response

– Small Spill, Low hazard 
• call EHS 434-982-4911

– Spills of any toxic, flammable, corrosive (high 
Haz)

• Fire Pull Station, evacuate & Call 911 with details
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